
 

NOTES & ENCLOSURES 
Top 10 Dos and Don’ts 

 
1. Please DO use the right order form when ordering from the Notes & Enclosures easel. (It says “Notes & 

Enclosures” at the top right of the order form) We have a few different social stationery collections and we will 
proof based on the order form received. Using the correct order form ensures not only that your client is getting 
what they’re expecting, but that the price, proofs, and quantities are accurate! 

 
2. Please DO be mindful of envelope color options available in this collection. They’re all shown in the album and 

the options are listed on the order form. We do not offer Kraft or any other colors not listed. These envelopes are 
custom made overseas and while we wish we had those options, we simply don’t at this time. Writing in your own 
envelope color will cause a delay, as we’ll have to contact you to get a new color choice before proofing your order. 

 
3. Please DO be mindful of the limitations on where we can print on the cards; the pricing includes printing in one 

‘spot’ on the card – i.e. along the top, in a corner, etc. If your customer would like printing in numerous locations 
on the card – i.e. a name at the top and motif in the bottom corner – we will have assess a fee of $18 (wholesale). 
Furthermore, please don’t order invitations, birth announcements, etc. from this collection. We have separate 
collections for those items with separate pricing structures. We’d love to tell you about them – just give us a call!  
 

4. Please DON’T order a return address if your customer is getting black, navy, or brown envelopes. They’re simply 
too dark for any ink color to show up. We’d recommend your customer handwriting their return address with a gel 
pen or metallic sharpie, or investing in a return address stamp. Metallic or white foil would show up on the 
envelopes, but it’s a more expensive option compared to the letterpress pricing on the cards in this collection.  
Please call for a foil quote – we would be happy to provide one! 

 
5. Please DO note that we can only flat print return addresses on these envelopes, as they are coated and too thin to 

go on the letterpress (they would rip!) What is important to know about flat print ink is that is it not opaque. So, if 
you’re ordering pink envelopes and a return address in watercress, the pink of the envelope will show through 
slightly, creating a muddy effect we don’t love. If an order is submitted this way, we will either proof the return 
address in charcoal ink or the color that we think goes best with the order. Unless you’re ordering a smooth white 
or smooth ivory envelope, we recommend that you order return addresses in charcoal, licorice, or something tonal 
(i.e. violet ink on a lavender envelope).  

 
6. Please DO fill out the order form completely before sending it in. It will help us get the order proofed quickly and 

correctly (thereby getting to your customer lickety split!) We’ll have to track down the missing information before 
going to proofing, which can really slow the proofing process down.  

 
7. Please DO know that we can print a custom ink color for a $75 (wholesale) fee. Please provide a PMS (Pantone) 

number for us to match. 
 

8. Please DO be aware of the unique size of these cards. A note measures 4.5” x 6.75” – larger than a standard A6 
card and an enclosure is 2.5” x 3.75”. We’ve had customers order these cards hoping to use them with standard A6 
envelopes, which of course the cards don’t fit into! 

 
9. Please DON’T order a card with a border. Unfortunately we can’t print borders on the cards – don’t worry, we 

don’t show any in the easel! The way we print, it’s almost impossible to ensure the border is perfectly straight, and 
we’d never want to send you or your customers something that wasn’t absolutely perfect! 

 
10. Please DON’T ever hesitate to call us with questions. It’s what we’re here for! Our phone number is 

866.740.4222.  
 

 


